Mumps epidemic in orthodox religious low-vaccination communities in the Netherlands and Canada, 2007 to 2009
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We assessed the epidemiological characteristics of a mumps virus epidemic (genotype D) that occurred in the Netherlands between August 2007 and May 2009 and its association with a subsequent mumps outbreak in Canada. In the Netherlands, five data sources were used: notifications (only mandatory since the end of 2008) (56 cases), laboratory confirmation data (177 cases), a sentinel general practitioner (GP) database (275 cases), hospitalisation data (29 cases) and weekly virological reports (96 cases). The median age of cases in the notification, laboratory and GP databases ranged from 13 to 15 years. The proportion of cases that were unvaccinated ranged from 65% to 85% in the notification, laboratory and GP databases. Having orthodox Protestant beliefs was the main reason for not being vaccinated. In Canada, a mumps virus strain indistinguishable from the Dutch epidemic strain was detected between February and October 2008 in an orthodox Protestant community with historical and family links to the affected community in the Netherlands, suggesting that spread to Canada had occurred. Prevention and control of vaccine-preventable diseases among population subgroups with low vaccination coverage remains a priority.

Introduction
Mumps (parotitis epidemica) is a vaccine-preventable viral infection characterised by inflammation of the salivary glands. Complications include aseptic meningitis, deafness, encephalitis, orchitis and oophoritis [1]. In the Netherlands, the disease had been notifiable between 1976 and 1998, and became notifiable again in 2008 [2], following a review of the criteria for notification of infections.

In 1987, the combination vaccine against measles, mumps and rubella (MMR) was introduced in the Dutch National Immunisation Programme for all children aged 14 months and nine years. Since 1995, the estimated nationwide MMR coverage (measured by registration of the vaccination status for each Dutch child individually) for one dose has not been below 95% (in two-year-olds); for the second dose, the coverage is slightly lower, around 93% (in nine-year-olds) [3]. The mumps vaccine used contains the Jeryl Lynn mumps JL2 and JL5 vaccine strains [2]. The high coverage for the entire country, however, is not reached in areas where a part of the population refuses vaccination based on their orthodox Protestant beliefs [3,4]. In one of the municipalities where these groups reside, coverage for the first dose of the MMR vaccine in 2009 was as low as 62% [5]. About 1.5% of the Dutch population belongs to this minority of an estimated 250,000 persons [6].

Between August 2007 and May 2009, a mumps epidemic in the country was detected through laboratory surveillance [2,7], but assessment of the extent and characteristics of the epidemic was hampered by the absence of mandatory notification between January 1999 and December 2008 [8]. A subsequent mumps outbreak (in February to October 2008) was observed in Canada, with the first case identified in July 2008, nearly a year after the epidemic started in the Netherlands.

Mumps is a notifiable disease in Canada (notifiable during 1924 to 1959 and from 1986 onwards) [9]. The estimated MMR vaccine coverage for one dose in two-year-old children has not been below 93% since 2002 [10]. However, similar to the Netherlands, this overall figure conceals areas of lower coverage in
geographically clustered communities in Canada (in south-western Ontario) who refuse vaccination for orthodox Protestant reasons (population estimate unavailable). Historically, members of this Canadian community have had close family relationships with the orthodox Protestants in the Netherlands. Several outbreaks of vaccine-preventable diseases have spread from the Netherlands to these Canadian communities in the past, including poliomyelitis, measles and rubella [11-14]. Spread of an outbreak of a vaccine-preventable disease from Canada to the Netherlands, however, has never been documented.

The aim of our study was to assess the epidemiological characteristics of the mumps epidemic in 2007 to 2009 in the Netherlands and to study its association with the subsequent mumps outbreak in Canada.

**Data sources in the Netherlands**

To describe the epidemiological characteristics associated with the mumps outbreak in the Netherlands, five data sources were used. As there was no common identifier, unfortunately, these databases could not be linked.

**Notification database (Osiris)**

From 1 December 2008, mumps became again a notifiable disease in the Netherlands. Data of patients registered in the nationwide mandatory notification system, Osiris, with a date of symptom onset from 1 December 2008 up to 31 May 2009 were available (date of sampling was used when date of onset was unknown).

The case definition for notification was a person with at least one of the following three symptoms: (i) acute onset and painful swelling of the parotid or other salivary gland, (ii) orchitis and (iii) meningitis (clinical criteria for orchitis and meningitis were not specified); in addition, at least one of the two following criteria was met: laboratory-confirmed infection with mumps virus or contact (less than four weeks ago) with a person who had laboratory-confirmed mumps. Laboratory confirmation of infection with mumps virus included detection of mumps virus-specific IgM antibody in serum, detection of mumps virus RNA in oral fluid, oropharyngeal swab or urine specimens by reverse transcription (RT)-PCR or by virus culture. People who had been vaccinated less than four weeks before symptom onset were not notified, unless wild-type mumps virus RNA was detected.

**Laboratory database**

The Centre for Infectious Disease Control Netherlands at the National Institute for Public Health and the Environment (RIVM) serves as a reference laboratory for mumps. Early in the epidemic, municipal health services were asked to encourage physicians to send samples from mumps cases who had been vaccinated. This meant that unvaccinated cases were under-represented in the laboratory data.

A case was defined on basis of laboratory confirmation, which was either detection of mumps virus RNA in throat swabs, oral fluid or urine specimens by RT-PCR or detection of mumps virus-specific IgM in serum or dried blood spot specimens or, occasionally, on the basis of a fourfold rise in mumps virus-specific IgG titre [15]. The laboratory database contained information on sex, age, mumps virus genotype, date of symptom onset, vaccination status, reason for non-vaccination and PCR, IgM, IgG test results.

Data from all laboratory-confirmed cases with a date of symptom onset between 22 August 2007 (the date symptoms of the first case began) and 31 May 2009 were available.

**General practitioners (GP) database**

Enhanced sentinel surveillance was carried out in 11 GP practices situated in low vaccine coverage areas between 1 September 2007 and 31 December 2008. Cases were defined as patients with a clinical or laboratory-confirmed diagnosis of mumps (the clinical criteria for meningitis, orchitis or encephalitis were not specified and the requirements for laboratory confirmation were not specified in the database). The monthly incidence of the disease reported through this system was determined for three periods (September 2007 to March 2008, April to June 2008 and July to December 2008), as not all GPs participated during the entire study period.

**National Medical Registry**

We analysed the number of hospitalisations in 2006 to 2009 due to mumps or mumps-related complications from the National Medical Registry, to which all academic and general (and almost all specialised) hospitals supplied data. We included data from 2006 to show the number of diagnoses before the epidemic. Admissions from hospitals with incomplete reporting

---

### Table

International Classification of Diseases codes used for analysis of hospital diagnoses related to mumps, the Netherlands, 2006–2009

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>ICD-9-CM code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mumps</td>
<td>072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mumps orchitis</td>
<td>072.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mumps meningitis</td>
<td>072.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mumps encephalitis</td>
<td>072.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mumps pancreatitis</td>
<td>072.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mumps with other specified complications</td>
<td>072.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mumps hepatitis</td>
<td>072.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mumps polyneuropathy</td>
<td>072.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mumps with other complication</td>
<td>072.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mumps with unspecified complication</td>
<td>072.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mumps without complications</td>
<td>072.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ICD-9-CM: International Classification of Diseases, ninth revision, clinical modification [16].
were excluded from the analysis, leaving data from approximately 75% of all hospitals in the Netherlands.

The diagnoses in the hospitals were defined according to the International Classification of Diseases, ninth revision, clinical modification (ICD-9-CM) [16]. The Table shows all the ICD-9-CM diagnoses that were considered. The National Medical Registry database also contains information on age, sex, date of hospital admission and discharge, main diagnosis and minor diagnoses.

**Weekly virological reports**

Since 1989, 21 medical microbiological laboratories in the country have reported their weekly number of positive virological test results, including detection of mumps virus, to the laboratory surveillance system (the reference laboratory is not included). Reporting is voluntary, but it is constant and complete. Only the number of positive samples is reported: no information about the number of samples tested or clinical information about the cases is available. This data source is particularly useful to detect trends over time. We used the reports from 2006 to 2009 (data from 2006 were included to show the number of diagnoses in a year without an epidemic).

**Description of the epidemic in the Netherlands**

**Notification database (Osiris)**

A total of 56 cases with a date of symptom onset between 1 December 2008 and 31 May 2009 were registered in the national mandatory notification system, Osiris. The cases had a median age of 15 years (range: 1–56); 29 were male. For 10 cases, complications due to mumps were reported: seven of these had orchitis. The seven cases with orchitis were all unvaccinated; the three remaining cases with complications had received one dose of MMR vaccine (two cases had been vaccinated six months before diagnosis and one case had been vaccinated three years before diagnosis). Three of the 56 cases were hospitalised due to their complications (two because of orchitis, one had an abscess): the case with the abscess had received one dose of MMR vaccine and the other two cases were unvaccinated.

Vaccination status was known for 55 of the 56 cases: 40 had not been vaccinated. Of the 15 that had been vaccinated, nine had received one dose, five had received two doses and for one case, the number of doses was unknown. The median age of the unvaccinated cases was 17 years (range: 1–56); for cases vaccinated at least once, it was 9 years (range: 1–26) (p=0.02). For 32 of the 40 unvaccinated cases, a reason for
non-vaccination was reported. The most frequent reason was having orthodox Protestant beliefs (n=27) and five cases had a critical attitude towards vaccination.

**Laboratory database**

The national reference laboratory received samples from 409 suspected cases with a date of onset symptoms between 22 August 2007 and 31 May 2009. In total, 43% (n=177) were confirmed as mumps cases. Most of these patients were not notified since mandatory notification started only in December 2008. The median age of the confirmed cases was 13 years (range: 1 month–56 years). Vaccination status was known for 156 (88%) of the confirmed cases. Some (35%; n=55) of these cases were vaccinated: 26 had been vaccinated once, 29 twice and 101 cases were unvaccinated. The median age of unvaccinated cases was 14 years (range: 1 month–56 years); for vaccinated cases, it was nine years (range: 1–29 years), p=0.00.

For 72 of the 101 unvaccinated cases, a reason for non-vaccination was reported. The reasons were religious beliefs (n=52), the age of the case (n=13, of which four were too young to be eligible for vaccination) and nine cases were born before vaccination against mumps had been introduced in the Netherlands, four had a critical attitude towards vaccination, and three had an anthroposophical lifestyle. Figure 1 shows the geographical distribution of laboratory-confirmed cases in the Netherlands from August 2007 to May 2009 by vaccination status and Figure 2 illustrates the MMR vaccination coverage in 2006 (having received two doses at the age of 10 years) of the 1995 birth cohort.

Figure 3 shows an epidemic curve of the mumps cases recorded through the notification and laboratory databases.

Virus genotyping results were available for 158 (89%) of the 177 laboratory-confirmed cases. The most frequent genotype was D (n=145; 92%); the remaining samples were genotype G (n=13; 8%). The 13 patients with genotype G had a date of symptom onset between February 2008 and April 2009. Of these, vaccination status was known for 10 patients: eight had been vaccinated (three had been vaccinated once, five had been vaccinated twice) and two were unvaccinated. Cases with genotype G were predominantly living in areas with higher vaccination coverage. There was one orthodox Protestant among the unvaccinated cases.

---

**Figure 3**

Mumps cases registered through mandatory notification (n=56)\(^a\) and laboratory-confirmed cases (n=177), by week of symptom onset\(^b\), the Netherlands, 2007–2009\(^c\)

---

\(^a\) Mumps was not notifiable between January 1999 and December 2008.

\(^b\) When the date of onset of symptoms was unknown, date of sampling was used.

with genotype G and one case was too young to be vaccinated.

**General practitioners database**
The enhanced sentinel surveillance in 11 GP practices situated in low vaccine coverage areas resulted in detection of 275 mumps cases from 1 September 2007 to 31 December 2008. Their median age was 14 years (range: 1–67). The age distribution of cases from the notification, laboratory and GP databases is shown in Figure 4.

Of the 275 cases detected through the enhanced sentinel surveillance, 59% (n=163) were male. After excluding cases for whom only age and sex were recorded (n=69, reported by one GP), a total of 206 cases were included in our analysis. GPs reported whether there had been laboratory confirmation of the infection and decided whether to send samples for testing. Mumps diagnosis was confirmed by laboratory testing for 16 of the 206 cases (8%).

From September 2007 to December 2008, the 11 sentinel GP practices covered 38,281 people: in September 2007 to March 2008, the population covered was 34,981, in April to June 2008, it was 29,281 and in July to December 2008, it was 6,150. The estimated monthly incidence of mumps in these GP practices was 34.6 (95% CI: 27.9–42.5) per 100,000 population per month in September 2007 to March 2008 (n=92), 102.9 (95% CI: 82.1–127.1) per 100,000 population per month in April to June 2008 (n=85) and 180.1 (95% CI: 139.7–228.4) per 100,000 population per month between July and December 2008 (n=67). As not all GP practices reported throughout the study period, an epidemic curve would not be meaningful.

Of the 206 cases analysed, 85% (n=176) were unvaccinated. Their median age was 14 years (range: 1–67). The median age of the vaccinated cases (n=30) was 13 years (range: 4–31), p=0.44. Three had been vaccinated once, 10 had been vaccinated twice and five had been vaccinated either once or twice, while for 12, the number of vaccinations was unknown. Orthodox Protestant beliefs were the main reason for not being vaccinated (held by 163 (93%) of the 176 unvaccinated cases).

The median number of household members of the 206 cases analysed was six (range: 1–11). The median attack rate in their households was 50% (range: 13–100). Complications of mumps were reported in 33 (16%) cases. Of the 123 cases who were male, 25 (20%) had orchitis. Seven (3.4%) of all 206 cases had meningitis (including one case for whom meningitis was not confirmed) and one (0.5%) had encephalitis.

**National Medical Registry**
The number of hospitalisations due to mumps or mumps-related complications in 2006 to 2009 is presented in Figure 5. The outbreak peaked in May 2008, as documented from mumps related hospitalisations and weekly virological reports. The duration of the epidemic can be clearly seen from the hospitalisation data, with its peak in May 2008. During the epidemic, 29 patients were hospitalised due to mumps or a mumps-related complication: they accounted for 78% of all hospitalisations due to mumps during 2006 to 2009 in the Netherlands (n=37). A peak of seven admissions was observed in May 2008. There was another hospitalisation in June 2009, but as no new mumps cases with genotype D virus had been diagnosed in the laboratory database after 31 May 2009, we did not consider this case as part of the epidemic.

**Weekly virological reports**
The number of tests that were positive for mumps virus from the weekly virological reports from 2006 to 2009 is shown in Figure 5. The peak number of positive tests was observed in May 2008 (n=13), which coincided with the peak in hospitalisations due to mumps or mumps-related complications. Of all positive tests in 2006 to 2009 (n=120), 80% (n=96) were observed during the epidemic (August 2007 to May 2009).

**Spread to Canada**
The Ontario Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care was notified by the regional health unit on 1 August 2008 about an outbreak of mumps. Outbreak-associated cases were identified retrospectively to 24 February 2008. The date of symptom onset of the last case of the outbreak was 26 October 2008; the majority of cases (n=288/324; 88%) had symptom onset between June and August 2008 and were mainly school-age children, with 77% (250/324) between the ages of 5 and 19.
years. The cases were all from Ontario [17], mainly in the south-west of the province in a community with low immunisation coverage.

A confirmed outbreak case was defined as a person having any of the following, in the absence of mumps vaccination in the previous 28 days: (i) a positive serological test for mumps-specific IgM, with an acute onset of unilateral or bilateral parotitis lasting longer than two days without other apparent cause, (ii) demonstrated seroconversion or a fourfold increase in the titre of mumps virus-specific IgG between the acute and convalescent sera titres, or (iii) the detection of mumps virus RNA from urine or buccal swabs [18]. Symptomatic people who had an epidemiological link to a laboratory-confirmed case were also considered as confirmed outbreak cases.

All case and laboratory data were entered into Ontario’s integrated Public Health Information System. There were 324 outbreak-associated cases reported, of which 289 (89.1%) were confirmed cases. Samples from nine of the confirmed cases were received at the National Microbiology Laboratory of the Public Health Agency of Canada between 30 July and 12 September 2008. Mumps virus genotyping was done as per the internationally accepted standard [19]. The sequences of the mumps virus strains from the samples were compared with the sequence of the Dutch outbreak strain and were submitted to GenBank. Phylogenetic analysis of the different mumps viruses was based on nucleotide sequencing of the coding region of the small hydrophobic (SH) gene of mumps virus RNA (317 base pairs) using the neighbour-joining method for phylogenetic comparison and using a set of reference genotypes obtained from GenBank [20].

All nine viral sequences were 100% identical and were indistinguishable from the Dutch genotype D epidemic strain, based on the same 317 bp sequence of the SH gene. Figure 6 shows the phylogenetic tree of Dutch (n=5) and Canadian (n=1) isolates and reference genotypes. A tenth sample was found to contain genotype G (importation from British Columbia), a genotype that has circulated in mumps outbreaks in North America since 2006 [21-24]. This sample had been taken from a member of the religious community with symptom onset on 8 September 2008, who had been originally thought to be part of the outbreak. As only a few samples were sent for genotyping, other people with mumps may also have been infected with a genotype G strain. This illustrates how people with the disease may appear to be part of the same cluster, as they appear linked in time and place, while they may in fact have been exposed to different sources of the virus and are thus not part of the cluster.

**Figure 5**

Monthly hospitalisations due to mumps or mumps-related complications recorded in the National Medical Registry and the number of tests positive for mumps virus in the weekly virological reports, the Netherlands, 2006–2009
Discussion and conclusion
In this mumps epidemic in the Netherlands, most cases were living in low vaccination coverage areas and were unvaccinated, orthodox Protestant children. The orthodox Protestant population has been affected by several outbreaks of vaccine-preventable diseases, including poliomyelitis in 1978 and in 1992 to 1993 [25,26], measles in 1999 to 2000 [14] and rubella in 2004 to 2005 [12].

We believe that the vaccination status of cases can most reliably be estimated from the mandatory notification system. On the basis of the notification data, an estimated 27% of cases (n=15) had been vaccinated. Mumps among vaccinated individuals has been described in the literature [27-30]: possible causes are primary vaccine failure, secondary vaccine failure or waning immunity, and a mismatch between vaccine-induced immunity and the wild-type mumps virus strain [27,29-34].

The proportion of cases with a complication ranged from 16% (33/206) in the GP database to 18% (10/56) in the notification database. As patients with complications are likely to be overrepresented among those visiting a GP and those notified, both proportions are likely to be overestimates. Three of the 56 notified cases required hospital admission. The hospitalisation database, which covers approximately 75% of the Netherlands, registered 29 mumps-related hospitalisations during the epidemic. Compared with previous outbreaks of rubella and measles in the Netherlands, with 2% and 1% of cases admitted to hospital, respectively [12,14], the percentage of hospitalisations during the mumps epidemic was higher.

**Figure 6**
Phylogenetic tree of reference mumps virus genotypes and genotype D and G branches harbouring the reference strains and the Dutch (n=5) and Canadian (n=1) isolates, 2007–2009

Evolutionary distances are reflected as branch lengths. The distance indicator (length) reflects the fraction of nucleotide difference. The Dutch (NLD) and Canadian (CAN) isolates are shown in bold.
The spread of the mumps outbreak to Canada was not unexpected, as previous outbreaks of vaccine-preventable diseases had also spread to Canada [11-14]. The first case with mumps virus genotype D that was indistinguishable from the Dutch epidemic strain was identified in July 2008, nearly a year after the outbreak started in the Netherlands. This indicates that the virus had spread from the Netherlands to Canada and not vice versa. We suppose that close family relationships and subsequent visits of relatives caused the spread to Canada. We do not have any information about the occurrence of the Dutch epidemic strain in other countries.

There were several limitations in our study. Firstly, there was no single data source available that had complete information on all cases during the mumps epidemic in the Netherlands. Mumps was not a notifiable disease in the country up to December 2008. The laboratory database included cases diagnosed during the whole epidemic; however, due to increased awareness of the possible emergence of outbreaks among vaccinated persons, physicians were particularly encouraged to send samples of vaccinated mumps patients, so these data are not representative for the epidemic. Further, the laboratory database mostly includes data obtained from the national reference laboratory and very few from the peripheral laboratories in the Netherlands. It was, however, the only data source for genotype results. The GP database included data from GPs in low vaccination coverage areas, which results in estimates that are not representative. However, with the five data sources used in this study, we were able to give the best available description of the epidemic. Secondly, we were not able to link data sources as there was no unique identifier. Therefore it is possible that some cases were present in one or more data sources. Since we did not merge any of the data sets, this should not have affected our conclusions. Finally, the fact that different time periods were covered in the data sources is also a limitation.

At present, a new mumps outbreak is ongoing in the Netherlands mainly among students [35]. This outbreak started in December 2009, caused by mumps virus genotype G. Genotype G strains were also found in 2008, mainly among vaccinated individuals (data not shown). In contrast to the 2007 to 2009 epidemic, the majority of the students with mumps had been vaccinated: 80% had received at least one dose and 75% had been vaccinated at least twice [35]. The spread of this outbreak is being monitored closely and a study into risk factors has been initiated.

In conclusion, our study of a mumps epidemic mainly among unvaccinated orthodox Protestant individuals demonstrates that a focus on interventions to prevent and control vaccine-preventable diseases in population subgroups with low or intermediate vaccination coverage remains necessary, in the Netherlands and elsewhere. i.
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